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EVERYTHING THERE IS TO KNOW ABOUT SURVIVING IN THE WILDÃ¢â‚¬Å“During my first

years of learning survival I took a course in survival and primitive earth skills taught by John and

Geri McPherson. I was excited by their unbelievable passion and their intrinsic understanding of

survival. Their teachings took me from understanding basic skills to a full-blown love for the ancient

technologies that humans developed to survive. John and Geri are the real deal. They

donÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t just teach this stuff, they live it. I loved the experience with them so much I came

back a second time a few years later. Now that I have traveled the world as

SurvivormanÃ¢â‚¬â€¢experiencing and filming survival in every ecosystem there isÃ¢â‚¬â€¢I can

sit back and watch my shows and see John and GeriÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s teachings peek through in every

situation. I have been able to understand survival because of John and Geri, and can highly

recommend this book.Ã¢â‚¬Â• --Les Stroud, AKA SurvivormanPacked with in-depth instruction and

photos, Ultimate Guide to Wilderness Living teaches you the skills need to survive and live in the

wild using only those things found in the woods. Learn how to:Ã¢â‚¬Â¢Ignite a fire with a two-stick

hand drillÃ¢â‚¬Â¢Erect temporary and semi-permanent
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Married for over 20 years, John & Geri McPherson live on 46 acres of undeveloped land in the

flinthills of Kansas. Everything man made on their property has been done by them. They have

taught many members of the military Special Operations Forces including A-Teams, Rangers, and



Seals. Twice a year, they run a special class on strictly primitive wilderness living & survival skills for

instructors from the US Army's Special Warfare Command's S.E.R.E. survival school.

Frustrating reading. The black and white photos at time were too small and unclear. Their writing

style all over the place. A how to book should be progressive and sequential.. step by step.. not oh

yeah another thing. Get to the point, an outline possibly, then itemize step by step would have been

appreciate it. Very disappointing but better than most of the other primitive authors that make a fun

topic academic. Good try but this is their third book. They haven't figured it out yet? Update and get

color photos with higher resolution and offer larger photos presented in sequence with the text.

have wanted this book for a long time; happy to get it at such a great price. Full of useful

information. A must for any Bushcrafter!

I bought the original 'Naked into the Wilderness'almost 20 years ago. At that time it was the only

book I had read that explained the skills in it to a level that allowed you to go out and successfully

practice them.The photos might be showing their age but they are still more than capable of

educating the reader on the basics of skills being shown.I applaud the McPhersons for making this

book available to a wider audience. When I purchased the original through a local specialist

bookshop I had to pay through the nose and wait months for it to arrive. When I purchased this new

printing I paid a fraction of the price and got it in a two weeks!Now I can put my much loved, ragged,

stained and worn original copy into retirement on the shelf and throw this shiny new copy into my

pack for the next couple of decades.If you want to learn to survive in the wilderness with nothing,

read this book then practice everything in it until you have successfully mastered each technique

your way.I can't recommend this book highly enough. Get it!

This is a pretty good no nonsense book on primitive living skills. The authors who seem to be kind of

hippies actually lived in the wilderness for long periods and practiced the topics covered so they are

speaking from experience rather than hypothetical situations. I like learning these primitive skills just

because it impresses me the way people survived before modern conveniences. Some of the skills

could certainly save your life if you were trapped in a wilderness survival situation, but not if you just

read about them. I think actual practice applying the topics in this book would be essential to use

them. I tried to make fire with primitive methods and it is not something you just do. The survival

shows on TV make it look easy because they have obviously spent years perfecting the techniques



they use. I think its worth adding to a outdoor camping/hiking/bush-craft library. The topics covered

in this book are pretty well described and illustrations are decent. Hope this review is helpful.

Very detailed, very practical, information and guidance for long term basic, close to the earth living.

The old time skills which are described in detail are very interesting and perhaps critical if you are

going to live off the grid, way off the grid !. I admire these folks commitment to their chosen life style.

This book covers majority of what you need to know in a survival situation where you are left with

nothing but your survival skills. If you could buy just one book, this would be it. It goes into very nitty

gritty details on aspects such as fire building, tools/weapons making, traps, shelters, pottery, etc. It

would have been nice if they went into fishing but I guess you cant ask for it all. This book was well

worth the money, and for a 1st time reader of a survival book or manual, this one did the trick.I only

came upon this book because i was about to purchase a Tom Brown Jr. book but it said to look to

this book instead because the TB jr. book doesn't go into details on how to make fires, traps, tools,

etc. it's just stories on what he was able to do and is just a pre cursor to taking his survival courses

which are very expensive. Just goes to show, it's not the most famous book or author that will

provide you with what you need to know practically, I've found that in most cases.

ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS I HAVE READ ON BUSHCRAFT, SURVIVAL AND LEARNING, IS A

VERY GOOD READING.

Great starter book for off grid enthusiasts
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